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The Breath of Life
Nov. 7, 2001 B
NOETH ATULE:
Today’s emergence into an understanding of the Breath of Life
and what that means to an emerging humanity that has yet to free itself of its passions for
survival at the expense of each other and the other species of your world. The Breath of
Life continues to be the guide for the purpose of humanity. This New Paradigm
understanding brings into focus the structure for realization of that purpose. The survival
issues of your current world of humanity exist mainly from a lack of understanding and
embracing of the connectedness of life and its Source. Survival exercised in this way is at
the expense of life and therefore perpetuates the threat to survival, you see. Survival must
be understood in a new way, that brings about a harmony with life that is rejuvenating,
enriching to everyone involved. Life then moves forward into many more possibilities,
many more realities of embrace and transformation. To transform the current human
existence into the next threshold of life would require humanity to understand its own
rhythm of life and, through this, the other rhythms of life, realizing then a symphony of
the rhythms of life that together create the Music of the Spheres.
Understanding the New Paradigm, then, brings together this and other elements of
the order of life in such a way as to bring about the realization of eternal nature.
Non-survival-centric realities do exist and live beyond repeating the circle of life that is
only concerned with survival. Non-survival-centric reality is a new dimension for
humanity, to be achieved through a simple yet profound love for life, all life. The New
Paradigm is fundamentally based on this truth, though not limited to it, as there are yet
many profound principles to be revealed.
Walking the path, then, of the new Paradigm is a journey that reveals each step to
be a new expression of life. The Brotherhood of Life, a non-gender term describing
connectedness and intimacy of being, welcomes the return of a conscious humanity. Yes,
it is true, nothing gained is ever lost, and the consciousness of humanity has journeyed in
this way before. But the re-awakening is needed and will become a beacon for all your
hopes and dreams being fulfilled that have Light as their source and destiny as their
promise.
Dec. 10, 2001 C
A blooming of new ideas and creativity
NOETH ATULE:
You are correct to consider that sacred geometry plays a role in
this new configuration; however, be aware that it also takes on a new face as this new life
wave opens to the engagements of consciousness. There has already begun a movement
that entails climbing the mounts of new understanding. We suggest at this time that there
be a concerted effort to understand the creator of your universe and, in so doing,
understand your own nature. The creator of your universe is a thought, dear one,
embellished with the understanding of a created universe. The victory of life holds sway
to these mounts of understanding.
Let us move, then, quickly into the arena of progressed understanding and share,
for a moment of our destinies. The coalition of brotherhoods that make up the genre of
the Age of the New Paradigm looks favorably upon those who choose to embrace this
new movement, for they will assist in the remapping of life. Not to be misunderstood in
any way as altering the current parameters of existence for your world. Those who
continue in the ways of the old paradigm will do so as repetitive circles of opportunity
and possibility. The movement into the New Paradigm must and will break with these
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traditions. Gather, then, that which brings to the forefront of your awareness a blooming
of new ideas and creativity that have no comparison or root in the current refinements of
past concepts. Let this be a beacon in understanding, for the New Paradigm of the new
wave of potential is not an empirical change but a change based upon (divine decree).
Jan. 7, 2002 C
The breath of life and its contribution to the New Paradigm
NOETH ATULE:
For today’s journey, let us venture into an understanding of its
nature and contribution to the New Paradigm. This model of understanding, what you
have called such, speaks to the inherent nature of the movement of life or its breath, for
the movement of life is as your breathing. There is an inbreath and an outbreath, although
simultaneous, each supporting the other and are continuous. Your relationship in the
broader sense with the Breath of Life is in this manner and speaks to the movement of
thought, the movement of awakening, the movement even, our brother, of this
conversation. Understanding and allowing the fullness of the Breath of Life in your
meaning for living gives rise to an element of life to be known as coalescence and
congruence and appears as life folding and unfolding upon itself. Your common usage of
the understanding of connectedness needs to expand to embrace this understanding and
more. The Breath of Life encourages this, for one breath leads to another and another.
The movement of the Breath of Life is continuous on the principle of an endless
thought that nurtures itself through its progression and manifestation, its expression and
re-absorption. Your own existence in human form is but an element of the expression and
manifestation of an endless thought. The first principle of life, on which the New
Paradigm is based, continues life in this way. And even its being is yet an element of the
larger truth, for the life of your universe is one life of many, in a larger life, you see. And
it goes on. This does not diminish in any way the beauty, the limitlessness of the
movement of your own existence, for it is so integrated and one with limitless life that
they are as one and must continue as the thought without end decrees. One thought of
many, many thoughts as one. The Breath of Life is the movement of that universal
thought.

The breath of life, simultaneous expression and absorption of life’s movement
Feb. 5, 2002 B

NOETH ATULE:
The Breath of Life, as you have been exposed to in understanding
in our recent encounter, speaks to no one thing more than another in terms of human
values and worth, but more then to the rich opportunities that await you as a series of
species becoming more enlightened as you progress. Humanity, then, not being limited to
the physical embodiment of your current understanding but a larger truth, you see. We
call into these records the announcement that there will be many such expressions of life
that carry the mantle to the completion of the human understanding.
Let us enlarge, then, upon the next phase of understanding of the Breath of Life as
it pertains to humanity’s preparation for the next lifewave of potential. Inbreath and
Outbreath, in the cosmic sense, carries with it an understanding of, and a connection with,
many forms of this breath cycle. The flow of life is this simultaneous expression and
absorption of life’s movement. The New Paradigm understanding must include the
imprint of this reality upon the flavor or the nature of the next lifewave of potential. Even
potential, then, our brother, has this movement although slightly modified from its
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current form in your current lifewave of potential. These slight changes in this breath of
life account for vast changes in each lifewaves potential. For there must be no less than
this occurring within each one’s experience and rhythm of life. One need not wait for full
implementation of the next wave to begin to adjust to the next phase.
We would announce at this time that there will begin such adjustment in your
consciousness and in your flow of life, preparing the vehicles for that needed to engage
the manifesting of life in a new way. Be more aware of the re-absorption of your
creations on all levels into the Breath of Life. This will visit you well as it produces a
rapid quickening of all your vehicles. Simultaneous breath is the way of your future and
will be known to you in due time. Humanity will learn to breathe in a new way,
instantaneously bearing the fruits of its creations and therefore expanding its creative
thought. The pace of evolution and expansion into full potential is neither fixed nor
limited to linear reality. Employing this principle will bring about the freedom to choose
more effectively the pace, the nature, the character of your own awakening. The Breath
of Life understanding brings this about, our brother. And now you can understand a
measure of its importance in these proceedings.
April 2, 2002 C
The convergence of life
NOETH ATULE:
For today’s release, may we say that the course set for humanity is
unique in its way but similar to many others, for from the larger view of life there is a
convergence of the life paths of many species and many realities. And this convergence is
observable and does determine, to some extent, a prediction of things to come. The New
Paradigm understanding contains this perspective and these changes on your doorstep are
not solely a product of human consciousness and the path it has chosen. For the
convergence prevails and wisdom is gained from the view it affords.
Now then, in each life there is convergence of the opportunities that present
themselves comfortable with the potential of each one to embrace the fields of creation so
engaged. The New Paradigm is the movement described that will exist for humanity in
the next life wave of potential. The convergence of life is the theme of today’s release. It
is inevitable for it is the way of life’s structure. Yet it reveals a structure that is fluid, fluid
enough to converge with larger realities of convergence.
What does this mean, then, to the individual seeking to understand life’s direction,
life’s purpose, life’s opportunity, and life’s nature? Convergence understood is a network
of life that affords the discovery of all influences, past, present and future. The New
Paradigm reality, the new life wave, will exhibit a life conscious of this and enriched with
the wisdom of the understanding of the these influences and all that brings to choices to
be made, engagements to be undertaken, and an appreciation of life. This network of
understanding will become integral to the way thought is processed, information is
assimilated, and relationships managed, for each will gain a profound understanding of
the composition of life, not only for themselves but for their life group and the life groups
of others. The wisdom of countless experiences will be gained in a moment and the
endless recycling of ignorance, indecision, and self-limitation will be left behind.
Convergence of life and lives will bring a unity to the understanding of
connection and oneness in a way yet to be achieved in your time. We bring this to your
attention, to flavor your life with this added dimension of consciousness.
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Intimacy is the key to life
June 11, 2002 A
NOETH ATULE:
For today’s journey, we shall speak of that catalyst of life that
moves you into this change, endlessly tugging at life to expand, to be more inclusive, to
relate with intimacy. The catalyst of which we speak rectifies diversity, divergence,
cycles of life, and patterns in such a way as to bring about a decaying effect upon the
clutching to the old and the fear of change by those whose integrity is based upon
survival, independent of the wholeness of life. This catalyst reigns supreme in this setting
and brings about a deepening reality that survival is best understood as your contribution
to completeness of the rest of life.
The New Paradigm understanding embraces this reality and honors this catalyst
by living its truth. You live in a sea of life and, as you awaken, you will live as all of life
is who you are. There is no change you are unaffected by. There is no desire or dream by
some consciousness that doesn’t enrich your life. To enrich your life by enriching others,
this catalyst propels you into being aware of the presence of life, all life, as if it were your
own. Intimacy is a theme of discovery and awakening. Intimacy is the key to opening the
doors to the fullness of life. There is no station in life so grand that intimacy is
unavailable to you or any other. And intimacy is characterized by honoring, allowing,
serving, benefiting from, understanding, and love. The New Paradigm, the new life wave,
is so unlike that you’ve known that there will be a change in your outlook, in your
integrity, and in that you cherish, that your previous foundation for living cannot grasp
the fullness of.
Intimacy, then, is the theme. These many brotherhoods with whom you connect
understand this theme, for through it, and by it, they speak as one. And that they speak
holds the richness of the truth of them all. Embrace this, our brother. Intimacy is the key
to life.
July 16, 2002 B
Change in the new understanding
MASTER NOETH ATULE: These understandings progress as they will, accustomed to
the hierarchy of life that prevails at the moment. To reach into these deeper
understandings, one must assume a posture of recognition for that essential pattern or
nature that exhibits the motion of life. To do so embodies the keystone of change that
holds together the symbiotic nature of the elements of life. Let us do so at this time, as we
proceed with today’s understanding.
Now, change, then, is the theme for today, our brother, for without this the life
that you enjoy relinquishes its place in reality. Change as it relates to these
understandings is the reorganization of life, all life as you encounter and embrace it, into
a completely new foundation for examination, appraisal, assimilation, and your
investment in it.
What then do you invest in a life so changed as to be completely unrecognizable
from your current position of perception? This New Paradigm understanding breeds a
new breath of life that will not nurture current understandings. It must be received by,
assimilated by, a new foundation of understanding, of principles, of ethics, of motivations
and intimacy.
Now this appears to be what you would call profound or quantum leap. That is
only true from the perspective of one unawakened to another reality of life, for the true
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nature of change is emblazoned upon the core nature and is expressed in its initiation
instantaneously. It is the natural order of life for this to be a continuous process and not
be related to as change with long periods of no change or sudden alterations of life. Life
is in change, evolving reality continuously, without interruption. Any change in this
perception is the province of, and limited to, a temporary point of view. In the future, in
this new lifewave, change will be experienced, utilized, anticipated, and created as a
continuous theme of life and existence. It will be realized so thoroughly as an element of
your True Being that the current paradigm of existence will be unrecognizable, and
certainly no longer desired.
Open your consciousness, your life, to the reality of continuous change. Perceive
it in all you observe, all of your thoughts and feelings, relationships, values, passions,
convictions, and purpose. Even long planned for opportunities are changing before,
during, and after their pursuit. Understanding, then, and living in the moment will be
realized as true mastery of life engagement and expansion. Bring these to the table of
understanding and exploration and see what they bring to your experience.
Merging the reality of the observer with the reality of being that that is being
observed
Sept. 2, 2002 A
NOETH ATULE:
The human spirit or interest in life embraces many realities. Let
there be known among you that there will be many changes and challenges to come. Such
is the purpose of these discourses and this subject. The New Paradigm understanding will
include major changes to the essential nature of refined adjustment or adaptation to a new
model of thinking, of understanding, of behavior, and of interests. The New Paradigm
lays a foundation for this and it continues in this way this evening. Let us proceed then
with the matter at hand as we continue.
The New Paradigm of Understanding reaches deeply into the fabric of life, for
there are many cultures on many worlds and other realities that have embraced, from time
to time, these significant shifts in consciousness. For they have entertained with great
anticipation each coming shift. Humanity’s doorstep is such a one. Let us continue then
on this threshold and begin this evening’s discourse.
The nature of humanity is its predisposition for understanding and manipulating
life. In its own right it has done so, but to a limited degree for it has found itself wanting
in intimacy with the very object of its interest, for it still sees itself as observer and not
that observed. For this evening’s journey, we shall approach an understanding of that
which is needed to merge the two. For this new model of understanding hangs on this
point that must be explored further.
The movement in consciousness from observer to being the observed or that
observed is a matter of absorption. Absorbing the qualities, the essential nature, of that
observed threatens the perception of identity and individuality in the current human
consciousness. The finite mind of humanity has yet to embrace the co-existence of all life
as one with uniqueness. To be one with that of your interest is not the death of your
identity but the enhancement of it. Acceptance or allowing of this absorption is the key to
your greater future of motion of life. Such it is that a great consciousness can touch that
of another and gain the experience, the ownership of life, and contribute to the life of
another in the same way.
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This fear separates one from that observed. Love without judgment brings
intimacy and knowing and contribution, enrichment, if you will, for all involved. What is
it that you have you can justify hiding from the rest of life? Secrets disappear when the
truth of your being is known by you. Humanity fears a loss when sharing with another
and does not understand mutual enrichment through the truth of mutual identity, through
the expansion of enlightenment.
Exercise, then, this truth by allowing intimacy with some aspect of life as your
true identity. Experience oneness beyond the word, you see. For this pattern of embrace
is renewed with each attempt and becomes a way of life. Such is the nature of the New
Paradigm and the new lifewave of potential. Welcome, our brother, into this new life. We
remain Noeth Atule.
The divinity of consciousness, multi-dimensional relationships, travel and wealth
Oct. 10, 2002 B
gathering
NOETH ATULE:
I am Master Noeth Atule, challenging then the understanding of
life as portrayed in your world ’s collective consciousness to include that which is to
come and the preparation for it. That which is to come recognizes the divinity of
consciousness, and by that it is meant the heritage and origins of consciousness and the
collective purpose or potential for enrichment to the purpose of life itself. Today’s
endeavor at furthering this understanding focuses upon the norms of society yet to be. We
will consider then this scenario as an archetype structure for engaging life and the social
consciousness to be portrayed by many orders of life. Now then let us proceed with
today’s understanding in this area.
What we see is an engagement of the orders of life, species and the life, including
humanity that engage each other in a rapport that sees life as a reality larger than
individualism and any petty concern for power and survival. This social structure, not to
be confused with your current use of the term, will engage not only new vistas of life
activity but new orders, a consciousness capability unlike your current experience. One
may ask, then, how does current structure of life and wisdom gained thereof contribute
to, or play a role in, this new order of life and consciousness? It does so, our brother, by
preparing or conditioning your core nature to have the ability to embrace a broader
spectrum of life dimensionally speaking, if that is your current frame of reference.
We see existence actively engaged in and pursuing multi-dimensional
relationships and explorations of consciousness. For the first time, humanity will be
centered multi-dimensionally as a way of life. No longer the isolated, disconnected
struggle for survival with a mono-dimensional consciousness. We see, additionally, a
reality of life that attracts and engages new life realities in an expanding way that
embraces the movement of life and the human condition no longer seemingly endless
epochs of mono-dimensional existence but more a continuous flowing expansion into
finer dimensional reality. Therefore, you see, the old frames of reference of empirical
social structure will be replaced by a more horizontal approach to embracing life. Not
excluding the other, but no longer one to the exclusion of the other, you see.
We also envision a greater empathy for the well-being of others in a way that
realizes the condition of humanity, for its well-being is connected. Every area of interest
in engaging life of your current experience takes on such new meaning that previous
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concepts are transformed into unlimited perceptions, perspectives, and imagination. The
gathering of wealth in your current understanding will be transformed into enriching life
and the lives of others, for no longer will your relationship with life be singular or limited
to individual pursuits. Every element of your society philosophically, logically,
emotionally, and yes, spiritually as you currently live it, will be transformed and released
to a past that will seem less and less relevant yet still part of your history.
Transportation will have multiple realities as well, for physical movement will be
one of many types. Experiencing diverse venues of life will occur in many ways. There
will be emerging a multi-dimensional consciousness and physical journeying as they
become one. There is vast life that functions in this way and even new paradigms of
reality beyond the one you are engaging. Many concepts of the limitations of engaging
life, journeying great distances being only one, will be transformed.
By your current frame of reference, your new paradigm of life will seem
absolutely without limit. Look, then, within and with out you to identify all forms of
limited understanding and allow your imagination and creativity to see beyond them. We
encourage this at this time, bidding you good day.
The Petitioner for the journey of human consciousness
Nov. 21, 2002 B
JANU: For this evening’s contribution, may we begin by saying that the egregious effort
by some to portray the inflow from the higher realms--higher in frequency, we would
explain--as the documentation of fools and misguided individuals falls lightly into the
category of the dismissal of ignorance and is not found faulty or discredited by those with
an expanded view of life. Please convey this understanding to your attention when
confronted with such.
For todays journey, let us begin by saying the announcement of some weeks ago
began with a portrayal of life that brings to the fore a calendar of events having to do with
the stepped up energy patterns and time flows that will bring the future of humanity,
meaning its next threshold, into view. Todays journey with this great one brings forward
an understanding that speaks to this.
NOETH ATULE:
For todays understanding of the elements of the new life wave of
potential, let us begin by showing you that which amounts to a new beginning for
humanity, unencumbered with the limitations of the past and, by comparison, a new fresh
beginning of life. To do so, we must announce, then, a Savior. A term born of your
vernacular; however, delivered from those limited understandings and more in the sense
of a Petitioner for the journey of human consciousness. This Petitioner is connected
through harmonious alignments with those that will benefit from the achievements of
humanity beyond its next threshold, you see. The Petitioner reveals themself through the
wishes of those who proclaim the destiny of humanity as one that begins this new
threshold leaving the protestations and proclamations of a gloomy future to those that
find little joy in living, you see.
The symphony of life is a melody that brings such freedom through joy that there is no
mistaking life’s potential. The power of the heart agreeing with the mind of
understanding melds two grand realities of human existence into the foundation for
freedom from past incriminations, doubts, and regrets. The future, then, our brother, is
the joy of the moment lived through and by this melding of realities and this is what
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brings freedom. Such freedom serves the embrace of the new life wave and the individual
consciousness is as if rebirthed into a fresh new life to create anew with wisdom.
Unite, then, the pure heart and the unlimited mind into the present moment that has been
embodied with this new life wave. And, even in this day, embrace your new life.
Dec. 5, 2002 B
Moving from the sixteenth into the next life wave
NOETH ATULE:
This new understanding approaching your Earth, your
consciousness, and your awakening, speaks to the dormant matter of the excellence of
understanding that has threaded its way through the human journey for millennia. The life
wave of potential is the sixteenth in the series of progressions of the human epoch. This
one to come is of which we speak. Each one continues unabated for the duration of the
will of humanity to embrace its potential. This one that is coming, the cusp of which you
currently embrace, will be pivotal for the nature of its gift is the freedom of human
consciousness from the cycle of rebirth into three dimensional existence. The Earth, you
see, is making such a change and humanity must take its harmonious place in the
evolution of life. Therefore, as you well imagine, the journey of the new life wave is not
easily compared to the current human experience. Therefore, the terms of our appraisal
for your edification must, of necessity, bridge this gap of understanding in a way that
allows a sense of it in your language. For the language, then, you see, is limited and plays
no role in this new life, for the language of life in this new reality is beyond words.
Common understanding and exchange of knowingness will appear to be telepathic, from
your current perspective, but in reality it embraces or includes communication far more
complete and subtle.
The New Paradigm might be described as the movement into freedom, liberation
of the spirit, the liberation of the mind, the liberation of all vehicles of expression, not
only to realize their potential but to embrace transformation into vehicles that transcend
their current capability. The New Paradigm of understanding is therefore understood as
an order or thought or relationship of life that is, of itself, a living reality, for its
participation in all of life expression during its reign fulfills it as a living expression of
life. The human equation of being is being transformed in such a way that the
measurement or gauging of this change must be appreciated by the means of the New
Paradigm. Your current paradigm fulfillment makes this possible, what is left completely
behind, for its forms of expression complete their service and life is born anew.
Move with this understanding with deliberation, clarity, and the patience of a
consciousness that ponders eternity and the cosmic scale of life and the details of living
the human journey will be seen with a foundation that unites them all and will bring
peace in the moments of your life. To this end, we conclude this journey.
Jan. 15, 2003 A
Divinity and the core memory of your being
NOETH ATULE:
We are Noeth Atule bringing to you this, this time, a great
understanding. And by great we mean that which lifts consciousness into new freedom.
Today’s journey elicits the memory of the human journey, bringing it as an epoch into the
focus of, in the clarity of, self-examination. For the memory of the human journey lives
in the memory of every human being, for this pattern of life and its imprint on the
memory is retained in each cell and more.
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Today’s understanding is the embrace of the core memory of your being, for it
survives these many life waves of potential and is built in ownership of life that possesses
the journey of re-awakening to the completeness of the first principle of life. These many
journeys begin in this way, for the outer journey and the memories of the moment serve
no purpose save that which nourishes your true nature. Divinity is a term given by
humans to that which restores the truth of life to its full glory. Today we recognize and
honor the divinity of all life, including your own. And this theme, that springs forth from
this understanding, will serve humanity in its next journey as it becomes conscious of,
connects with, honors, and merges with the divinity of all of life.
Begin then by honoring your own, for there are your credentials for existence.
And there is the wisdom that brings light to conjecture and misperception. Understand
and embrace the divinity of your own being, that this light, this wisdom, this truth, be a
resource to add light to whatever you consider. This is the beginning of a foundation for a
new life and a greater freedom to pass into who you are. Be in motion, then, in your life
and every element of it, a motion that signifies the divinity of life in the simplest of terms
yet the grandest of meaning and understanding.
The structural lattice of life incorporates every element of life’s potential
Feb. 14, 2003 C

JANU: Out of the depths of despair springs forth hope in the community that is
humanity, for enlightenment, for peace, or justification, to be forming these questions in
the hearts and minds. Humanity longs once more to be born into its birthright of freedom
from oppression and manipulation, from starvation of the body and the spirit and the
mind. These things come at great price, at a time of unenlightenment, not realizing that
they have always been available.
Today’s journey with our brother, the Master Noeth Atule, leads into a new
freedom for humanity not born of, or regulated by, the unenlightened leaders of your
world. Let us proceed, then, to his grace and his light for this new paradigm.
NOETH ATULE:
The movement of humanity into the next phase of its existence is
held on the conviction that there exists a tradition in life of meaning and purpose, of
direction and potential, of innate ability and capacity for victory in each one. Let us
begin, then, this evening by approaching the matter of the new paradigm as it exists
atomically, molecularly, cellularly, and in the hierarchical consciousness of humanity.
This new paradigm is founded on the principle that the structural lattice of life
incorporates every element of life’s potential. We give you this understanding to prepare
you for an enigma that seems to lead away from the certainty of human victory of its
destiny. The enigma is what some would point to as a destructive or recycling side of life.
When one can see this recycling of life’s structures as a movement forward and not a
retreat, you can understand the beauty of its design. For what is recycled is manifestation,
even as the truth of life marches forward, for that that is gained is never lost through the
recycling, you see. This lattice of life incorporates these cycles of change and they are in
perfect harmony. For these cycles release manifest life to continue the realizing of
potential, for life continues and only relationships of the expression of that life change.
For that that is created is but a re-ordering of that that continues.
This next lifewave of potential is part of this tapestry of life, this lattice, and was
created with its inherent relationships of pattern by the movement of the life that you are
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and your manifestations. Life is dynamic yet ordered. It is beautiful, yet its beauty
changes but never disappears. This new paradigm of understanding is precipitated by the
movement of human consciousness on its path of destiny as many others throughout the
universe demonstrate continuously. Move into the family of life, then, as a conscious
co-creator in cooperation with, and support of, countless lifewaves of potential being
created, lived, and recycled. Life itself is awakening to its truth and moving toward its
own transformation, for your journey is one with the journey of all of life and awakening
brings this into your reality.
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Returning to the Freedom to Be
Mar. 15, 2003 B
NOETH ATULE:
We are Noeth Atule speaking at this time on the subject of
advanced understanding engaging the New Paradigm, as you have called it. Our
terminology so expresses that which is to come based or founded upon the capacity of
humanity to embrace a new direction in life that amounts to a paradigm shift, if you will.
The discipline to be engaged, even at this time, is that which brings strong reason
to engage in an examination of your principles of life, your reason for being, your
relationships, your dreams, your ambitions, and yes, your fears which lead to anger and
other disruptive energies, the patterns of which can be transformed into their alternatives.
The discipline we speak of brings to the surface a beauty and a peace and clarity from
within that reorganizes thought and perception. This discipline is embraced with but one
focus, that being the return to the freedom to be, the liberation of your consciousness
from the creations of your current model of life. This transformation remains, integrating
your spectrum of thoughts and emotions that they now become focused on a new way of
life. This new path is not easily described by what is familiar but the transformation will
unfold. The movement of life holds great promise for those who live it.
There will come a time when your adventures will include direct interactions with
other worlds, other cultures. This new paradigm, new potential of life, holds within it the
growth patterns in consciousness that through experience, that will be needed to
acknowledge, understand, and share life with these diverse cultures. There will be seven
distinct groups, some of which will appear as you, many others quite different. But if
your perception of a being does not extend past their appearance, you will know them
only by the limitations of your current consciousness for living. These who will come are
not strangers to humanity but they wait for humanity to awaken to a truth of existence
unlike their own.
The discipline, then, for this movement of life is to see beyond what your five
senses tell you, for they are very incomplete in what they ascertain. The measure of your
achievement is between you and the elevation of your consciousness.
April 23, 2003 A
Core issues of the New Paradigm
NOETH ATULE:
We are Noeth Atule and we speak at this time addressing the core
issues of the new paradigm understanding that we have agreed to pursue. These issues
center upon humanity’s willingness to embrace its destiny, its True Nature, and the
universe of creation. As far as delineating cause and effect, as in creator and creation, we
leave that to the scholars of eternity to ponder and extol upon. As each life consciousness
evolves and is open to the New Paradigm structure, then, or reality, centers upon
humanity’s awakening into a reality of being that equates creatorship with creation. To
hold this mantle in one’s being is to reveal to themselves the responsibility and the
freedom to move and to move with life itself. No longer a vision of a solid footing in life
that ignores its connection with every other footing, you see, but one that lives its life by
virtue of merging one’s reality, one’s being, one’s motivation with all of the currents of
life that make up your universe.
A tall order, you say, for this to be. Understand this, our brother, that what we
have described you already are. The New Paradigm journey brings into focus this reality,
that you may embrace your life and the life around you in a new way. A way that
realizes and expresses the nature of your existence as it has always been, a journey of
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individual identification is an integral part of the maturing of a universe, as it is with your
moment of consciousness in the larger scheme of life. But the evolution of maturity and
wisdom brings your life and your consciousness, into new relationships of expression that
embrace more and more of the completeness of life. There are core issues, our brother,
for humanity’s advancement. The vistas of involvement, of creating, of experiencing and
expressing the full potential of life itself are beyond number and your imagination. No
longer one settles for any pettiness in the life, conflicts that feed on themselves and shut
out the light, angers and frustrations that blind one to anything else.
We will in time explore fundamental principles of consciousness and the elements
of awakening and maturity that must be employed, that your consciousness become the
next paradigm of life for humanity. To this end we serve and bring forth these
understandings, that you might excel in life, that humanity excel in life, and that your
world excel in its journey. In the larger understanding of the unity, all that exists in, on,
and around your world is a single purposed multiple-reality of life. When life of your
world or an individual embraces its true thresholds of forward moving, the nature of this
is the expansion also of the influence of the service to many other expressions of life.
Consider the networking, or your planet’s communication systems, and how that has
revolutionized relationships, commerce, research, understanding, and tolerance, and even
interest and enthusiasm in meeting, knowing, and interacting with others all over your
world.
Expand this to understand the potential for humanity in the New Paradigm of
existence yet to come. Logging on, if you will use that term, requires no technology save
that of an awakened and refined consciousness. Pay attention to your integrity and the
clarity of your appraisal of yourself and those around you, for in this new world to come,
all is known immediately. Creation brought on by a thought is immediate. The truth of
who you are, and of what moves and lies in your heart, is on record. And the record is
imprinted in the consciousnesses of others. Of those who cherish privacy and
individuality, in the face of this opportunity, do so for they find, in their perception of life
and their existence, advantage in having an agenda and a motivation that takes advantage
of others, or is in fear of being taken advantage of, you see. Enlightened being renders all
of this pointless and enhances the successes and fulfillment of everyone.
Our new model, our brother, of perceiving life (is) rich beyond anything humanity
is aware of. But this must come in the face of the forward movement of so much of the
rest of life of which you are a part. Please bring these understandings to a wise counsel
within you. Can you not see how much of your social structures will change, in part or
completely, as this becomes the way of life for humanity? One can embrace the elements
of their life even in this day and begin to move their life forward in a new way.
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